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Abstract. The purpose of this study describes the design of the instrument which aims to help
blind people learn hijaiyah letters. For blind people, of course there will be difficulties in learning
hijaiyah letters. The research method used was the process of making tools in designing a system
block diagram consisting of three main parts, namely the design of input modules, the controller
/ processor design, and the output design. Based on the results of the study found that an
independent system that can teach hijaiyah letters to the blind, this instrument can be used
independently by the blind because it provides a special braille button to represent hijaiyah
letters. There are two modes provided in this learning tool, namely tutorial mode and practice
mode. For tutorial mode, if a blind person presses the braille button on one of the hijaiyah letters,
the letter will come out. As for the practice mode, if a blind person reads hijaiyah letters, the tool
will provide a voice response to the user whether the pronunciation of the letters is correct or
wrong in pronunciation. With this instrument, it is expected to help make it easier for blind people
to learn hijaiyah letters.

1. Introduction
Reading hijaiyah letters should be an easy thing to learn, we only need to learn from the teacher, then
we see the letters to be studied and the teacher will give an example of how to read then we just need to
follow it. Unfortunately this is only limited to people who have normal vision. For blind people, of
course there will be difficulties in learning this hijaiyah letter. Therefore we need a system that can teach
letters hijaiyah to blind people. A number of studies were carried out in making the hijaiyah braille fonts
as Syahrul did with Braille Code Trainer and designed a tool that used 8 push-buttons to form the
hijaiyah letters [1-2]. Rizky Yunata et al., made a device that has a touch sensor to be read as braille,
when touched it will come out a braille combination and then the sound comes out as it is touched, but
this is still not effective because it only makes a sound, the user doesn't try to use it with his voice [3-4].
P Rajan, et al. explains the design of independent electronic hardware that allows blind people to read
messages from cellphones, but cannot share messages without help from normal people [5]. M J
Owayjan et al has designed and developed the Multi-Lingual Braille System output device for blind
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individuals who allowed them to access and read text from computers. The device obtains English or
Arabic text and displays it using controlled piezoelectric cells [6]. The device made by Hidayat et al is
a device that can recognize all characters entered in the braille code via the push button. In addition, this
device can also recognize character settings that form syllables. Every character or syllable that has been
entered can be voiced by this device. The syllables that form words can also be voiced by the device per
syllable [7]. Anand.R et al makes a device that can help blind people communicate with the teacher. The
teacher can send words, letters, numbers and symbols on the Qwerty keyboard. This system also
provides two kinds of modes, namely conversion from text to speech and conversion mode from voice
to text, where the output represents letters, numbers and letters from the Braille symbol by raising and
lowering the pin mechanically to make up and down solenoids. [8]. M M Burhan et al made braille cells
that could be refreshed. This tool uses the piezoelectric concept in which each braille cell has a pin that
is controlled using a piezoelectric bimorph so that the pin can mechanically go up and down [9].
However, in our study this is how to make a tool that teaches the letters hijaiyah and the user can
immediately try his voice so that later in reading the hijaiyah letters it becomes correct. In this study, we
will discuss the making of braille-based hijaiyah letter learning tools where users can immediately try
their voice. This input from braille is based on the user's habits in reading braille. This tool is expected
to help the blind in learning good and correct hijaiyah letters.
2. Methods
The first stage in the process of making this tool was to design a system block diagram. This system
consists of three main parts, namely the design of input modules, the design of the controller / processor,
and the design of the output. The design of the system block diagram is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. System block diagram
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•

Microprocessor

The processor used in system hardware design is the ATmega328 microcontroller from Arduino UNO.
The Arduino has a 14 pin digital input / output where 6 of them are PWM pins, 6 analog inputs, 16 MHz
crystal oscillators, a USB connection, and a port jack for resources [10]. Arduino is controlled by the
Arduino IDE software that uses the C language [11]. Figure 2 shows the Arduino Uno microcontroller.

Figure 2. Microcontroller board of Arduino Uno
•

Braille Keypad

Braille is a writing system used for blind people. Navinkumar Jadamal et al describes a Braille system
composed of 6 arising points in the form of rectangles and each column contains 3 points. Letters,
numbers, and musical annotation symbols can be arranged using braille. To more easily recognize it, in
Figure 1, an example of a symbol or Braille code is shown [12]. Blind people make it possible to read
and write thanks to the availability of the Braille code found by Louis Braille (1809-1852). This Braille
code is built with patterns of arising points arranged in cells up to six points in a 3x2 matrix (see Figure
3). In this picture each cell represents letters, numbers or punctuation [13].

Figure 3. Braille Code with Standard dot positions
Braille keypad using the push button. This push button is a manually operated switch. This push button
functions to disconnect or connect electricity. Figure 4 is one example of a push button.
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Figure 4. Push Button
The design of the series of hijaiyah letter codes is intended to map the hijaiyah letter braille code system
shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Design of Hijaiyah letters
•

EasyVR

The other hardware used is the EasyVR module. This module is a multi-functional voice recognition
module. This module can be used or connected with an Arduino microcontroller board. This module is
very suitable for controlling applications that require sound such as turning on automatic lights, moving
servo, locking the door etc. or can also complement hearing sensors on robots. To control the EasyVR
module, the EasyVR Commander application is required. Figure 6 is an example of the EasyVR 3.0
module.

Figure 6. EasyVR module
EasyVR Commander is an application that functions to manage the EasyVR module. This software
can do recording, upload sound and make coding on Arduino and others by using a microcontroller such
as Arduino. Figure 7 is an application display from EasyVR Commander.
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•

Figure 7. Display of EasyVR Commander
Audacity

Audacity is an application for editing and recording sounds. This application includes freeware so
anyone can download it for free. Audacity is very easy to use compared to other voice editing
applications.
3. Results and discussion
Testing the Braille Hijaiyah button is intended to test the accuracy of the braille button, the result of
the combination will sound the desired letter [14]. This test was carried out in the laboratory before
testing the system. The aim is to ascertain whether the functions of the Hijaiyah Braille button are
working properly. Table 1 shows the results of testing the Braille Hijaiyah button.
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Table 1. Testing the Braille combination button
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

Testing of letters Hijaiyah
Letter of ا
Letter of ب
Letter of ت
Letter of ث
Letter of ج
Letter of ح
Letter of خ
Letter of د
Letter of ذ
Letter of ر
Letter of ز
Letter of س
Letter of ش
Letter of ص
Letter of ض
Letter of ط
Letter of ظ
Letter of ع
Letter of غ
Letter of ف
Letter of ق
Letter of ك
Letter of ل
Letter of م
Letter of ن
Letter of و
Letter of ه
Letter of ي

Successfulness





























Based on the data in Table 1, testing of the braille hijaiyah button on the hijaiyah letter learning tool was
tested 28 times and there was no error (with the note that the emphasis must be correct), so the percentage
of success was 100%. The next test is to record the pronunciation of the letters Hijaiyah. This test is
intended to test the accuracy of the tool in receiving the user's voice. The scenario carried out in this test
is that the user issued a sound according to the input of the braille button and then measured the success
rate. Table 2 shows the success rate of sound testing of Hijaiyah letters.
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No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

Table 2. Testing the Braille combination button
Testing of letters Hijaiyah
Successfulness
Letter of ا

Letter of ب

Letter of ت

Letter of ث

Letter of ج

Letter of ح

Letter of خ

Letter of د

Letter of ذ

Letter of ر

Letter of ز

Letter of س

Letter of ش

Letter of ص
Letter of ض

Letter of ط

Letter of ظ
Letter of ع
Letter of غ
Letter of ف

Letter of ق

Letter of ك

Letter of ل

Letter of م

Letter of ن

Letter of و
Letter of ه

Letter of ي


Based on the data in Table 2, the sound recording test for Hijaiyah letters was carried out 28 times.
Tests on each letter are carried out 5 times and some of the results have errors due to the difficulty level
of the letters that are quite difficult. The success rate is 82% (namely 23/28 x 100% = 82%)
4. Conclusion
The design of the Hijaiyah letter learning module system for person with disabilities, especially blind
children in learning to recite the Hijaiyah letters can be completed. Based on the results of testing and
analysis of the hijaiyah letter learning for Arduino-based blind people who were late made, it can be
concluded that this tool works according to the planned function of Hijaiyah letter key press and Hijaiyah
letter sound recording, although there are still some errors that occur. Further testing of this system is
how to conduct a direct test involving blind children to be able to identify the additional features needed
and feedback from them to make them more perfect. The tool designed is an interactive learning media
so that it is expected that blind children will be easily interested and actively learn the Hijaiyah letters
through tools without a teacher.
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